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Vision

We make a step towards the nature

for the beauty of our customers. 

We create beauty through the nature,

and promise you our consistent investment

for high-value brand cultivation

and brand value enhancement.

Our Product

Jigott Natural Two Way Cake
(Nude Beige)

Jigott Natural Aloevera Moisture
Soothing Gel

Facis Pearl Essence Ampoule
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Cosmetics that resemble the nature, Skinine Cosmetics

Beauty



Soothing and
protection effect

Jiggot Natural Aloevera
Moisture Soothing Gel

NO Artificial color,
mineral oil, paraben,
benzophenone 

-Apply on dry and sensitive
areas as desired, on face,
arms, legs, or the entire body.

How to Use

Aloe Vera leaf extract:
widely known for its moisturizing effects,
has been popular since ancient tim.

Purpose/Indication

Ingredients

- Mosturizing and relieving skin.

NO. C161

Facis Pearl Essence Ampoule

-After using toner,
take moderate amount
with a dropper
to spread evenly
on the face and absorb it

How to Use

Containing pearl
ingredients!
20 kinds of minerals
and various active substances
contained easily absorb
nutrition to the human body!

The pearl containing amino acids and natural minerals,
has a whitening effect,  and has the effect of whitening,
moisturizing, cell regeneration and cleaning with 20 kinds
of minerals and various physiologically active substances.

Purpose/Indication

The effect of pearl

- skin moisturizing and giving resilient effect to skin.vv

-Put the contents on
a puff and evenly spread
on the entire face
after having put on
the makeup base. 

How to Use

Achieving elegant
looking skin
Achieve elastic and
younger looking skin
and cutting-edge looks.

- Achieving elegant looking skin, elastic and
younger looking skin and for the cutting-edge looks.

Product Description

Purpose/Indication

It produces clean-looking skin by providing a soft feel
of use and outstanding adhesiveness as well as
hiding defects in the skin by uniformly covering the skin tone.

Jigott Natural Two Way Cake
(Nude Beige)

Beauty

* Store in the refrigerator
for cooler and quicker
relieving effects.


